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Characteristic loads
Load case matrix 𝐴 (𝑚 × 𝑛) can be decomposed using Single 
Value Decomposition (SVD) , 𝐴 = 𝑈Σ𝑉𝑇

𝑚 = 𝑛𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑛 = 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠

By reduced rank approximation, a smaller set of “characteristic 
loads” is identified of rank 𝑘, 𝑘 < 𝑛
𝑘 depends on the complexity of structure

Wing section: 5 characteristic 
loads

Super stiffened panel: 3 
characteristic loads

Linear combination of characteristic loads reconstructs the 
effect of original loads

Calculation of sensitivities

Reserve factor (𝑅𝐹) sensitivity with respect to design 
variables (𝑥) links global to local responses and is used in 
global/local optimisation process
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Global response: Calculate 
internal load paths 𝑁
Local response: Calculate failure 
of structural element (𝑅𝐹)

Conclusions

Fast RF estimation
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𝐷 is calculated from SVD
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Performance envelope
Region in characteristic load space bounded by critical failure 
constraints of a structure, reserve factor (𝑅𝐹 = 1)
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Failure 

constraints

Performance envelope

Performance envelopes captures the 
interaction between loads and stress 
for a structure

𝐿1 & 𝐿2 are 
characteristic loadsEnvelopes can be built using black box tools 

to evaluate failure

Load case outside the 
envelope is a critical load 
(𝑅𝐹 < 1)

3-dimensional envelope of a super stiffened panel

Simple point in a polygon 
test to determine position 
of the load case with 
respect to envelope

𝑅𝐹 =
|𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒|

|𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙|

Large number of load cases 
can be quickly evaluated for 
their RF without running 
FEA/skill tools (Check for 
critical loads) 

Introduction
During aircraft structural design, large number of load cases (potentially millions) are generated. Unknow down stream impact

of these loads on stress makes it difficult to select critical loads.  Loads alteration and sizing optimisation also becomes more 

demanding. 

This project aims to improve the interface between loads calculation and stress analysis by exploring the concepts of 

characteristic loads and performance envelopes.

Characteristic loads and performance envelopes presents an 
economical way to select critical loads and compute RF 
sensitivities. Future work involves exploring constraints tracking 
and building robust envelopes for more complex geometries 
and loading scenarios.


